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**New database trial and evaluation surveys**  
August 29, 2011

We love receiving comments and questions from you about all of the resources and services that the Zach S. Henderson library provides, but feedback regarding our database trials is especially valuable to us. The information we receive from library users helps us make decisions about which products we will subscribe to in the future. To help streamline this process, each new trial listed on the database page will have a link to a survey that will ask you a few questions about your experiences with the product. So if you try one of the new databases and you’d like to tell us about, please click on the survey link and let us know!

Here are the trials that are currently available and the corresponding surveys:

- **American Civil War Online** — [survey](#) (Hurry! Trial expires Sept. 1st.)
- **NBC Learn** — [survey](#)
- **Sustainability Watch** — [survey](#) (Hurry! Trial expires Aug. 31st.)
- **Theatre in Video** — [survey](#)

**Open Access info on YouTube**  
August 29, 2011

Would you like to learn more about open-access publishing? If so, the information platform open-access.net has made a series of short films about the Open Access initiative available on YouTube. Here are a few of the videos, but look for more at open-access.net’s [YouTube channel](#).

1. **What is Open Access?**
2. **What Rights do Scholars and Scientists have?**
3. **Who’s got Access to Scholarly Information?**
4. **Academics for Sale?**
5. **The Green Road to Open Access!**